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The Internet protocol television (IPTV) service enables people to enjoy various Internet-based services via conventional TV

watching. In the IPTV system, a set-top box (STB) is the key since it works as a terminal device that can relay real-time

multimedia content from the Internet. However, the current IPTV STB functions as an attached device in a local area

network although the actual IPTV network is usually served by an optical fiber-based network such as fiber-to-the-home

(FTTH). Therefore, we introduce a novel fiber channel (FC)-embedded IPTV STB to fully use the sufficient optical fiber-

based network bandwidth such as 1 Gbps. To verify the IPTV network capabilities by impact of the FC-embedded STB, we

evaluate the performance of the FC-embedded STB-attached IPTV network architecture via extensible simulations in terms

of an average startup-delay, an average reject ratio, and the number of concurrent users. Surprisingly, the suggested IPTV

system demonstrates superior average startup-delay (less than 15 msec), an acceptable average reject-ratio less than 3%,

and an almost linear increasing number of concurrent users, which reveals that the FC-embedded STB significantly affects

the entire FC-AL-based IPTV network performance by efficiently facilitating the broadband optical fiber bandwidth.
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1. Introduction

With rapid progresses in computer and mechanical technologies

including computer networks, computing powers, and

manufacturing technologies, realtime content distributions have

been very common, especially without considering a specific time

and a designated location. That is, people can easily enjoy various

contents nowadays, for example, videos on demand (VODs) or

live TV programs, though various broadband networks using

several devices, such as televisions (TVs), personal computers

(PCs), smart-phones, or tablets. In addition, various content-

delivering network architectures such as public switched telephone

networks (PSTNs), cable networks, or TV broadcasting systems

have converged into the Internet protocol (IP)-supported network

systems depending on the network technology advances, which

means that the type of contents is no longer important in terms of

network technologies. Instead, it is much significant how any type

of contents can deliver to any devices of users at anytime and
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anywhere. 

These trends have applied to the way of TV-content distribution.

That is, TV contents, in general, have broadcast on terrestrial

networks or delivered on cable networks. However, as realtime

content distributions and IP-based networks have spread, it

becomes possible that live TV contents can be viewed on various

computer-based devices including PCs, laptops, and smart-phones. 

Besides, it is also possible that VOD-content can be delivered to

TVs via the IP-based networks since TVs have an IP-supported

interface. These tendencies result in network-based

telecommunication companies’ expansion into TV-content

delivery. Moreover, a present set-top box generally can attach IP-

based network and connect to TVs via a coaxial cable, which is a

network-enabled computing device with a channel tuner, a

streaming decoder, and a hard-disk.1,2 Thus, the tele-

communication companies have introduced an IPTV service,

which is a realtime TV-content distribution service via an IP-based

network. In fact, the IPTV service is a convergent service of TV

broadcasting and IP network service where any content is being

delivered to each home by streaming in realtime.3-5 The IPTV

service has many advantages such as HD-quality TV-content

watching, a bi-directional service, VOD-watching on TV, and

many Internet-based services including Internet-searching, web-

surfing, social network service (SNS) on TV, which is possible

since the TV is connected to an IP-based network via a STB.6 

In the IPTV service, the STB is key since the STB is an

important role instead of a TV. That is, the STB work as a device

which is connected to an IP-based network and a terminal which

receives any content by streaming in realtime while relaying it to

the TV. At the same time, it also serves as a storage device so that

it can store the content onto its hard-disk for some reasons like a

time-shifting service or another way of content distribution by

sharing. In fact, the STB can be considered as a terminal device in

terms of a network architecture since it works as a networked

device on an IP-based network. 

Nevertheless, the conventional STB is mainly regarded as an

ordinary device which is just linked to a local network, for

example, plugged to the Ethernet with an unshielded twisted pair

(UTP) connector. Usually, the IPTV STB is connected to a home

network which can be any access network such as PSTN network,

cable network, or fiber-to-the-home (FTTH). Although the STB is

linked to FTTH with speed of 1 Gbps (Gbits/sec)7,8, it hardly

utilizes the full bandwidth due to LAN-sharing with other home

devices. Therefore, we propose a novel FC-embedded STB which

can fully facilitate the FC bandwidth so that various Internet-based

services can be effectively supported including high definition

(HD)-quality IPTV contents sharing and distributions, or a home

media center service for diverse multimedia devices.

In order to expose the superiority of our proposed FC-embedded

IPTV STB, we examine the performances of IPTV networked

communities where the suggested FC-compatible STBs are applied

via extensible simulations. The simulation results, then, reveals the

remarkable performances in terms of a start-up delay, a reject

ration, and the number of concurrent users. 

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how

an FC-enabled STB is devised and designed. In addition, the

fiber channel-arbitration loop (FC-AL)-based IPTV network is

also explained in the same section. We, then, investigate the

performances of the suggested FC-embedded STB-adopted

IPTV community with extensive simulations in Section 3.

Finally, we conclude the impacts of the proposed novel IPTV

STB in Section 4.

2. An FC-Embedded STB and an FC-AL-Based IPTV

Network

2.1 Design of an FC-Embedded STB

In general, a typical optical fiber-based FTTH network

architecture for high-quality IPTV content delivery is illustrated in

Fig. 1. The IPTV contents can be transmitted from the content

server to each IPTV home through the FTTH network. In fact, the

IPTV headend near IPTV homes links an optical fiber connection

to each home and the optical fiber-enabled home gateway converts

the signal to IP format so that the Internet-based services can cover

the entire home. In case of IPTV, one registered jack (RJ) 45

connector, a typical Ethernet connector, from the home gateway is

plugged into the IPTV STB which is directly linked to a TV, as

shown in Fig. 1. However, this way of connection is usually for

sharing the FTTH bandwidth with other home networked devices,

which implies that the IPTV cannot fully facilitate the optical

fiber’s reliable and broadband transfer rate, e.g., 1 Gbps. Thus, we,

in this article, introduce a novel FC-enabled IPTV STB which

includes FC media converter features as well as fundamental IPTV

Fig. 1 Typical optical fiber IPTV content-delivery network

architecture
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functions.

The proposed FC-embedded IPTV STB is demonstrated in Fig.

2. In specific, Fig. 2(a) shows the functions of IPTV STB,

especially containing the media converter. In particular, Figs. 2(b)-

2(d) illustrate clear views of the proposed STB, which is actually

designed by the 3D EXPERIENCE, the new version of 3ds’

CATIA.9 In fact, the CATIA is a powerful and effective 3D design

tool so that we can facilitate it to illustrate our proposed FC-

embedded IPTV STB. In fact, the proposed STB is mainly

different from the conventional STB in terms of embedded FC

media converter in order to fully utilize the broad FC bandwidth,

as shown in Fig. 2(c). Furthermore, in order to evaluate actual

impacts of the suggested STB, we can apply the devised FC-

enabled STB to the IPTV network simulations. As considered in

Fig. 2(a), the media converter is included in the suggested STB as

the FC modular which converts the optic fiber signal to IP format

so that the IPTV STB can fully utilize the entire optic fiber’s

broadband bandwidth. 

2.2 An FC-AL-Based IPTV Network

Once our proposed FC-embedded STB is adopted in the IPTV

network, we then need to consider how to organize the whole

IPTV network architecture even when using the FTTH connection.

Interestingly, a fiber channel-arbitration loop (FC-AL) is one of the

physical media to organize a broadband network architecture,

which can offer a gigabit file transfer (e.g. 8Gbit/s in 8GFC,

Gigabit Fiber Channel), a full-duplex communication, and a fair

arbitration algorithm.10,11 In addition, the FC also supports the

FCIP (FC over IP) protocol, the iFCP (Internet Fiber Channel

Protocol) protocol and the iSCSI (Internet Small Computer System

Interface) protocol by which FC frames can be delivered over IP

networks effectively.12,13 Thus, we can apply multiple-loop FC-AL

configurations with the proposed FC-embedded STBs for a

Fig. 2 Proposed FC-embedded IPTV STB

Fig. 3 An extendible FC-AL IPTV network architecture using the

FC-embedded STBs
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realtime IPTV network architecture, as shown in Fig. 3.

Once the IPTV network architecture using the FC-embedded

STBs is organized, it is also required to evaluate whether or not,

the IPTV architecture can serve as a realtime content distribution

network in terms of an acceptable start-up delay, a reasonable

reject ratio, and many concurrent users with respect to a given

condition, while convincing our proposed STB can effective work

with fully facilitating the optical fiber’s sufficient broadband

bandwidth. Hence, we instigate the effectiveness of the suggested

IPTV network architecture using the FC-embedded STBs in the

following section.

3. Simulations and Results

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed IPTV architecture

with proposed STBs in terms of a realtime content-delivery

network, we have performed extensive simulations for 3

categories, i.e., average start-up delay, average reject ratio, and the

number of concurrent users, based on the organization of Fig. 3

using FC multiple-loops with the FC switch.

 In the simulations, it is assumed that each TV program has HD

quality of 19.4 Mbps playback rate and is 60 minute long although

ultra HD (UHD) is recently introduced. This is because most of

present IPTV systems still adopt mainly HD as well as standard

definition (SD) instead of UHD due to the controversy of UHD

standardization and frequency use.14 The broadcast programs are

also distributed evenly among loops and the probability that each

program is requested is uniform so that the amount of data traffic

between each pair of loops can be fairly compared. The request

rate of program playback follows a Poisson distribution. Each

available STB issues requests for different programs every 60

minutes. It is also assumed that 126 STBs are connected to each

loop and half of them on average are available at a specific time.

Note that the routing between two loops is determined by the

number of hops and the tie-breaking is determined randomly. The

details of parameters used for disks and FC-AL are also described

in Table 1.

3.1 Average Start-Up Delay

We configure our extendible IPTV network architecture from 2

FC-AL loops up to 10 FC-AL loops while adding one loop at a

time so that we can analyze the effectiveness of the suggested

IPTV architecture with extending the size of the whole

architecture. Then, we have measured the average start-up delay of

each IPTV architecture. Surprisingly, our suggested architecture

demonstrates superior average start-up delays, i.e., less than 15

msec, as illustrated in Fig. 4, even when increasing the number of

FC-AL loops, i.e., enlarging the size of the whole architecture,

when compared to a typical realtime content-distribution

architecture which generally can be regarded as tolerable with 1-

sec start-up delay.15 Especially,16 describes that a desirable STB

should operate with less than 350 msec in start-up and less than

500 msec in channel change, which exposes our system’s effective

star-up delay.

3.2 Average Reject Ratio

We have also analyzed our suggested IPTV platform’s average

Table 1 Simulation Parameters

Category
Simulation 

parameters
Values

FC-AL

Data transfer rate 2 Gb/s

Average per-node 

delay
240 ns

Average propagation 

delay
3.5 ns/m

FC Switch

Number of ports 16

Average port transfer 

rate
8 Gb/s

Average CPU (RISC) 

speed
667 MHz

Disk

Capacity 300 GBytes

Cache 32 Mbytes

Disk transfer rate 58~98 Mbytes/s

Average seek time 4.1 ms

Average rotational 

latency
2.99 ms

TV programs

HD-Quality 19.4 Mb/s

SD-Quality 5 Mb/s

Length 60 min
Fig. 4 Average start-up delay
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reject ratios. Similar to the previous section, we have examined our

IPTV network performances according to the number of FC-AL

loops. In Fig. 5, our system still shows outstanding average-reject

ratios, i.e., less than 3% even when almost all users in the whole

extendible IPTV architecture are involved in the IPTV viewing.

That is, although the typical average reject is around 10%

especially in the worst case of all users requests any contents

simultaneously as explained in,17 our system outperforms in terms

of average reject ration with less than 3%.

3.3 Number of Concurrent Users

As a practical IPTV network architecture, we have evaluated

the number of concurrent users according to the number of FC-

AL loops. Fig. 6 shows that the trend of the number of concurrent

users in our suggested IPTV network is almost linear depending

on the number of FC-AL loops, which implies that our extendible

IPTV architecture using the FC switch can effectively support the

whole traffic of the IPTV network architecture. That is, we can

determine that our IPTV system can work as a remarkable

realtime content-delivery network even when adding more FC-

AL loops.

4. Conclusion

In order to fully utilize the reliable and broadband optical fiber-

based network, it is required to devise a novel FC-embedded IPTV

STB including the converting module by which the optical signals can

be changed to IP-enabled format. The FC-embedded STB is designed

by the 3D EXPERIENCE, the new version of CATIA,9 thereby

appropriately applying to one of the IPTV network components.

Once the STBs are deployed to an IPTV network, we then need

to consider the whole IPTV system performances to see if the

impacts of the proposed STB can be effectively reflected. Thus, in

order to analyze the effectiveness of the suggested IPTV

architecture using the FC-embedded STBs, we have performed

extensive simulations with average start-up delay, average reject

ratio, and number of concurrent users. Them, we showed a

superior start-up delay less than 5 msec, an acceptable average-

reject ratio less than 3%, and an effective number of concurrent

users with linear increase via thorough simulations. Therefore, we

can conclude that our innovative FC-embedded STB significantly

affects the entire FC-AL-based IPTV network performances with

efficiently facilitating the broadband optical fiber bandwidth by

revealing the remarkable network capabilities.
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